February 2015

The Lunar New Year
The Chinese Year of the Horse has galloped by,
leaving the fields plowed and planted. The legendary
hard-working horse dares to break new ground.
February 19th ushers in the Year of the Ram. Hard
work is winding down. This promises to be a year of fun,
as the harvest begins.
The Sheep year comes in like a lamb, and grows into a
time of capricious pleasure and sensuality. You might
find your products and services taking on a lighter tone.
Ibiza is the natural playground for Europe. Daytime is
filled with blue skies and brilliant sunlight. Cool nights
send people inside to snuggle by a warm fire.

Better Living
The secret of life is enjoying the passing of time. If you measure
your life by the pleasure you share with good friends, then this is the
time to deepen and sweeten your connections to the people you love
and admire.
At Sage University we are starting our calendar with 8 Online
Monday Night Classes. Coach Me If You Can is an international
meet up group to improve your people skills. Whether you want to
create new levels of intimacy or improve your professional coaching
skills, this brief weekly theater game will provide the feedback you
need to eliminate conflict and create harmony with the people you
love. Last year this course produced a reliable peak experience with
every session. The tuition is extremely low and the value is priceless.
Sometimes you lose good friends due to miscommunications. This
Online course helps you avoid costly errors. The feedback game is
fun to play. It brings greater pleasure to every important connection in
your network of friends and associates. Attend the course Online with
delightful people in your own city or join via Google Hangout from
home.

Going to Hollywood
Where in the world is Justin Case? The latest news
has him heading for Hollywood, where his acting skills
and training talent will catapult him to fame and fortune.
Justin and Carly are delivering What to Do With the
Rest of Your Life in Chicago. Then he is off to California
for more fun in the sun.
Meanwhile Dylan Watts is completing his rest and
recreation tour of North America. He is eyeing a tour to
London and Dublin before visiting the team on Ibiza.
We are offering The Sage Method training in late
February to upgrade the skills of our trainers worldwide.
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Coach Me If You Can
8 Monday Evening Classes
You learn coaching the same way you learn
surfing—by falling down a lot. When you make errors
with your clients, you lose them. Better to make your
mistakes by practicing Online with our training team.
Learning by doing is incredibly effective. Our
expert trainers give you instant feedback when you
mess up, and your ONLINE classmates offer their
suggestions and loving support to help you develop
better coaching strategies.
You don’t have to be a coach to attend this ONLINE
course. Teachers, parents, lawyers, doctors, trainers,
and business leaders also improve their income by
learning better communication skills.
Greetings from Mia Sage
We start on Monday. Tuition is 250€.
An apple tree, cherry tree, mango tree, orange tree, avocado tree
and mandarin tree, are growing proudly alongside new raspberry and
blackberry bushes in the garden at the Octagon. Now I am diligently
searching for a pecan tree to join our little orchard. In addition we are
planting grapes and beautiful bougainvillea flowers all along the
walls. The business takes so much of my time that it has been a
pleasure to get back to nature in preparation for spring.
Growing a business is like gardening for me. Every day I plant
seed projects with wonderful people. Some of them grow into
exciting adventures that earn income. Teamwork is the most
important aspect of business for me. I love the joy of team spirit. I
also love the fact that teammates really look out for each other.
Too many people grow old alone. They lose great friendships and
earn less income as they mature. Teamwork is the solution. When you
play on a committed team, someone always has your back. I don’t
have the strength or desire to be a lone wolf. That is why it means so
much to me to collaborate with all of you.

Acknowledgements
Travelling does something wonderful for people.
Dylan Watts is returning to Europe from his North
American tour. If you have an opportunity to meet with
him in person, you will be inspired by his stories, and by
his transformation into a man of the world. Be sure to
catch his ONLINE Coaching School and Entrepreneur
School. You can find them on freecoachtv.com under the
German section.
Dr. Carly Smith is devoting much of her time to
manage the Sage University team. She is the master of
teamwork. Her commitment and diligence is providing
the tools and procedures you need to make sure that your
courses are always full and that your course content is
always excellent.
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The Sage Method
(February 26-March 1)
Better Coaching
Our unique role-play and inner theater method gives
people a delightful way to handle the difficult situations in
their lives. Our approach transcends traditional therapy
such as Jacob Moreno’s psychodrama and Virginia Satir’s
family systems role-play.
Now we are offering a thorough trainer training to help
you master this powerful intervention. You can attend
Online, or join us here on campus, to rehearse all the
possible applications of our entertaining role-play
approach. Like all of our 4-day courses, the tuition is low
and the quality is excellent.

Innovation & Entrepreneurship
(Ibiza, March 03-08)
Successful businesses continually offer exciting new products and
services. This course demonstrates 8 systematic ways that you can
upgrade your business to attract loyal clients.
As more people turn to coaching, training, and service businesses,
your greatest challenge is to communicate what makes you different.
Delivering new, better, and different choices requires a whole new
way of thinking.
Every business grows stale over time. If you earn your money by
conducting entrepreneurial projects, your offerings grow rusty. We
have upgraded the Innovation & Entrepreneurship course to boost
your income by sharpening your innovation skills.
You are welcome to join us for 6 days to heighten your awareness
of the business game and to role-play the characters you portray in
the world of commerce. We will take you to the next level. Join us on
Ibiza in springtime.

The Feminine Mystique
(10.-12. April--Houston)
Get the lifestyle you desire. It takes a few weeks
to change your life, but only a couple of days to
change your direction. Mia Sage is your guide on
this journey. This is the sweetest, kindest event you
will ever attend.
The Feminine Mystique is a gathering of
nurturing women, all devoted to making this the
best time of your life. By soothing your heart and
mind, you will enhance your body’s ability to
restore your senses. Awaken your receptive nature
by joining us for this celebration.
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Supervision
(24.-28. April--Ibiza)
Commanding people to mighty achievements requires a rare set of skills. To lead people, you have to
inspire them. Your voice and your body must convey a sense of authority that earns the trust of the people
you lead. Supervision is a Master’s level course—designed for those who are ready to function as the
maestro for effective business teams. If you have learned the basics of entrepreneurship, you are ready to
take your business to a new level. We apply behavioral rehearsal and strict feedback until you can deliver
the kind of performance that inspires other people to carry out the tasks necessary to getting results.

Geisha Retreat—Bora Bora
(21.-26. April)
There are great changes in the wind. Relationships between men and women are transforming. If you
watched Maleficent with Angelina Jolie, you noticed that true love’s kiss didn’t come from a prince. It
was the connection between women that awakened Beauty. The same principle repeats in Frozen, the
Disney classic in which only the love of the sister can thaw the heart of the main character. At last society
is beginning to understand the importance of loving cooperation between women. Attend the Geisha
Retreat to see how.
You can hardly imagine how much your life would change if you could build bridges of trust with
other women. The Geisha Retreat is 6 days of deep awakening for women who want to restore the
nurturing link to feminine love and respect. This event takes place in Bora Bora, where we will bask in
the sun, sea, and sensuality. Join Mia Sage on a warm beach in paradise.

Coaching School
(05.-10. May--Ibiza)
Every time we conduct Coaching School, we take you to new levels of excellence. This is where you
come to practice the interpersonal skills that surprise and delight your clients.
If you already have too many good clients, you should rest on your laurels. But if better coaching
would improve your coaching sessions and win more referrals, be sure to attend the latest version of
Coaching School. Join us in May to lighten your heart and upgrade your skills.
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February 2015
Self-Actualization
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March 2015
Self-Actualization
Weekends
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April 2015
Self-Actualization
Weekends
Women Only
Sage University 5-day modules
Sage University 6-day modules
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May 2015
Self-Actualization
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Women Only
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Coaching School - Ibiza
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